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“I don’t bother with match-ing my socks,” laughed Matt Glowacki last Thursday, October 2, as he lounged in one of the Diversity Center’s armchairs. “It takes too much time.” Sometimes referring to himself as “legless Matt,” Glowacki visited Lawrence to give a lecture called “Diversity According to Family Guy and South Park,” the second in a series of  “Diversify your Mind” lec-tures organized by the Lawrence Diversity Center. Before his lecture, Glowacki spoke with students in the Diversity Center’s headquarters, located in Memorial Hall, about everything from racism in Hawaii to authentic Wisconsin cheese curds, focusing on what makes people and places unique. He has been to Lawrence several times in the past, and spoke highly of the environment the university has to offer. “I love having the oppor-tunity to speak to small groups 
before larger groups because it allows me to absorb the culture,” Glowacki explained. “The culture here is very warm…they prioritize my ideas.”Glowacki also explained why he thinks telling a lie can sometimes be okay. “Pepsi owns Aquafina…but doesn’t advertise for it, because it costs Pepsi more to make Aquafina than Pepsi” is one of his favorite lies to tell at conventions, because “lies inspire conversation, and eventually leads to truth.”At 7 p.m., Glowacki proceed-ed to the Warch Campus Center Cinema, where he waited for sev-eral minutes for the audience to fill in, which was made up primar-ily of students, but also included several members of the faculty, and Glowacki’s parents.Junior Jaime Gonzalez was among those waiting to see Glowacki, and mentioned he had seen Glowacki speak before. “Last time I saw him he was very up front, and eased the tension by lighthearted commenting, but still maintained a serious attitude…
Matt Glowacki discusses acceptance as a part of Diversify your Mind series
As mid-terms take hold, students explore alternative stress release methods
Noah Gunther
For The Lawrentian 
______________________
Matt Glowacki lectures on uniqueness and diversity. 
Photo by Michael HubbardSee page 2
Photo by Tatiyana Jenkins
See page 6 for full story
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Professor Michael Fosdal of the Lawrence University London Centre lectured about the impact of the movement for Scottish inde-pendence on Thursday, Oct. 2.The lecture, called “Divided Kingdom: Britain after the Scottish Independence Referendum,” was part of the 2014–2015 Povolny Lecture Series in International Studies. The theme of this year’s series is “Nationalism, Succession, and Intervention.”On Sept. 18, 2014, the cit-izens of Scotland voted against becoming a country independent of the United Kingdom. Fosdal cited the fact that there is “not one single Scottish identity” and “not one single Scottish point of view” as one of the reasons for this result. The Scottish Nationalists gained a majority in Parliament in 2012 and started working on an independence referendum. Other parties could “no longer look at the Nationalists and say ‘what a bunch of weirdos who have had too many whiskeys,’” Fosdal said.As voting grew close, “the undecided were starting to move 
towards the ‘yes’ campaign,” he said, which caused panic in London. Parliament leaders “liter-ally rushed up to Scotland to say ‘no, no, no, stay!’”The Parliament “promised lots and lots of nice goodies” if Scotland would stay part of the United Kingdom, Fosdal said. “The Scottish Parliament will be per-manent but there’s no mechanism of making anything permanent in the United Kingdom.”Voting itself was really important because people “went to the polls in droves,” he said, adding that about 84% of the elec-torate voted. “People can become involved in politics if you ask them the right questions.”Many of the finer details of independent statehood were not worked out at the time of the referendum, including what cur-rency to use and who would serve as head of the state. “If you want to keep the pound and you want to keep the Queen, why are we going through this?” Fosdal said.“In a sense, we are rewriting a British constitution that does not exist,” he said.“We can all learn a lot from looking at the experiences of other societies and countries,” Fosdal said. “This then helps us to turn around and look at our own society in a slightly clearer way.”
Senior Jessica Teuber, who went to the London Centre last winter, said that “it’s great to see [Fosdal] in the Lawrence setting. He’s so politically knowledgeable that it’s nice to hear him talk poli-tics.”Senior Kerstin Brolsma also attended the lecture. “I’m a Chinese and Government major 
so it was really interesting to learn about nationalism in an area I’m not familiar with,” she said.The Mojmir Povolny Lectureship in International Studies honors Emeritus Professor of Government Mojmir Povolny, who taught at Lawrence from 1958–1987. The lecture series was named after him upon 
his retirement.The Povolny Lectureship con-tinues on Oct. 28, featuring David Brandenberger of the University of Richmond with a lecture entitled “Joseph Stalin and the Accidental Creation of a Modern Russian National Identity.”
Compiled by Nathan Whiteman 
World  News
Professor Michael Fosdal gives presentation about the Scottish Independence  Referendum 
  Photo by Hailie Nguyen
On Sunday Sept. 28, a group of students from the Sustainable Lawrence University Gardens (SLUG) made an appearance on the morning show “Good Day Wisconsin” on Fox 11 Green Bay. Four Lawrence students per-formed a short segment in which they demonstrated how to cook several items using ingredients from the SLUG garden.SLUG is responsible for the upkeep of Lawrence’s agricultur-
al gardens on the north bank of the Fox River, across the street from the Warch Campus Center. Although SLUG manager Cate Bentley attested that “Fox 11 is the first big media operation that has reached out to us,” the club has a presence on-campus and off, as it cooperates with local restau-rants to obtain compost.The segment which the SLUG members participated in is “Cooking With You.” It regularly features Fox Cities community members demonstrating their homemade recipes and cooking with the show’s host, Pauleen Le. Fox 11 Green Bay contacted the SLUG leadership to request a visit from the club because 
the segment managers want to emphasize good examples of local, sustainable organic agriculture. In addition, a station staff member is reportedly a Lawrence graduate. The station’s manag-ers also expressed interest in the fact that SLUG is almost entirely student-run. During their spotlight, while chatting with the host of the seg-ment, SLUG members senior, Will Gislason; Junior, Cate Bentley; and sophomores, AJ Williams and Elana Lambert showed their cooking chops. They demonstrat-ed how to prepare an arugula purple basil pesto and a tomato and squash sauce, both staples of the club’s food plan. These sauc-
es were intended to be added to noodle dishes, so the club also brought a few bowls of pasta for display. Afterwards, they stayed to chat with the show’s cast and crew for a half an hour, during which SLUG members consulted with the show’s co-anchor and meteorologist, Pete Petoniak, about predictions regarding this year’s frosts. The Fox 11 employ-ees reportedly gulped down the prepared SLUG food, impressed by how delicious it was. Fox 11 managers expressed the intent to build more of a rela-tionship with SLUG and poten-tially Lawrence as a whole. SLUG members attested that other on-
campus organizations arrange activities and perform tasks that may well be of interest to local media. Stated Cate Bentley, “I hope this segment can be a catalyst toward more visibility for what Lawrence students do.”SLUG also has some new on-campus developments. Their yearly Harvest Festival, operated in conjunction with other campus organizations, is scheduled for this Friday, Oct. 10, at 5:30 p.m. in the garden. This celebration of the end of the harvest season is slated to include live music and a large spread of food. 
SLUG makes “Good Day Wisconsin” TV appearance
Professor Michael Fosdal speaks on lessons learned 
from the Scottish Independence Referendum
MIDDLE EAST: Syria declares that it has four chemical weapons plants that it did not previ-ously disclose.MIDDLE EAST: Nineteen people have been killed in Turkey in clashes between Kurdish pro-testers and groups supportive of IS. Many Kurds took to the streets to protest Turkish inaction against IS.SOUTH ASIA: Pakistan and India exchange fire across borders. Total casualties include at least 17 dead.INDIA: Prime Minister Narendra Modi joins Clean India, a campaign to prioritize public health. 
UNITED STATES: The US Supreme Court denied appeals of five states looking to maintain bans on same-sex marriage. There are now 26 states along with the District of Colombia in which same-sex marriage is legal.HONG KONG: Protests have died down after two weeks of intense protests that have left many of the city streets impassible. Despite this, there are still several thousand protestors still fighting back against the Beijing backed city government and causing streets to be closed.UNITED STATES: Thomas Duncan becomes the first person to die of Ebola in the United States. Airports in the United States now plan to increase screenings for fever and other symp-toms of Ebola.
Ruby Dickson 
Staff Writer
______________________
Megan Corum
 For The Lawrentian 
______________________
Glowacki
continued from page 1overall, it’s just about how to be happy.”Glowacki’s lecture, which focused on both self-acceptance and acceptance of others, began with a few jokes, then switched to a more serious tone. “It’s hard to have a con-versation with someone about their uniqueness without saying something offensive,” declared Glowacki, explaining that he would not be offended by igno-rant comments, instead, he would attempt to educate to prevent them from being made again.“My disability exists more in your mind than it does in mine,” said Glowacki. “Diversity is not walking around noticing differ-ences in people…diversity is the process we go through of learn-ing about ourselves through other people.”Glowacki then began discuss-
ing the media, specifically tele-vision. “[Family Guy and South Park] may be inappropriate, but they teach through satire,” he explained, before showing clips from both series, advocating respect for self and others. However, according to Glowacki, much of television does not promote a positive world-view. “The fashion industry doesn’t sell fashion, it sells eating disorders” he proclaimed, after showing several images of models suffering from lack of nutrition.After a serious discussion of the power of words, especially slurs against the black commu-nity, Glowacki ended on a posi-tive note. “My favorite part of our democracy is when the people in the majority stand up for the rights of those in the minority.” Glowacki’s final thought returned to his initial commen-tary on how to be happy. “Stephen Hawking, when asked how he could be so successful, said ‘I always try.’”  
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Dear Sarah,
I’ve been struggling with life 
at Lawrence. I have a heavier than 
normal class load this term and 
I’ve been letting emotional prob-
lems get the better of my time. I 
finally reach the end of the day and 
I’m so emotionally exhausted and 
physically tired that I can’t bring 
myself to do any of my homework. 
I’m starting to fall behind in some 
classes and my friends are wor-
ried about me. They keep saying 
I should go to counseling services 
but I keep telling them it’s not that 
bad. The people there only deal 
with serious problems, right?
- Struggling Sophomore
Dear Struggling Sophomore,Your friends are on the right track. The folks over at counseling services will most assuredly talk to you about absolutely anything you find yourself wanting to talk about. You don’t need to wait until you feel that your problems have become “serious” enough. In fact, it’s better if you go sooner rather than later. I’ve gone to counseling ser-vices in both instances—when life is at its very worst and when it’s more stable. And believe me when I say nipping the problem in the bud is a much preferable option. Lawrence moves fast. Probably faster than the real world. If you feel the earth starting to slip out from underneath you, it’s impor-tant to ground yourself before you completely lose control.Don’t be worried about unfair judgment surrounding counseling services here at Lawrence. I can’t speak for everyone, but I am con-
fident that no one would look down on you for seeking out help. In fact, I’m sure your friends and peers would be thrilled that you are actively trying to help your-self. After all, that’s what counsel-ing services is there for. Your friends are there to be your friends, not your therapists. I’m not saying you shouldn’t ask them for advice. I frequently have life chats during happy hour in the VR, or over dinner or coffee. But I have learned that you shouldn’t rely on your friends to fix all of your problems. Think of how stressful your own life is right now. Now imagine the weight of your friend’s problems on top of that stress. It gets to be a lot.Let the folks over at counsel-ing services do their job. They’re paid to help us be the best stu-dents we can and become better people. I recommend setting up an appointment in advance. Setting aside a time that is convenient for you means you are more likely to actually go. I couldn’t tell you the number of times I’ve planned to drop by sometime during their open hours and then found myself wrapped up in another project and forgot to go.It is also important to men-tion that your first visit may not be a success. If this is the case, don’t give up and stop going entirely. The first person I worked with at counseling services was not the best fit for me. They will under-stand if you wish to schedule a new appointment with someone else. It’s like finding the perfect professor. Not everyone will click with the same teaching style; you have to find the person that works best for you. To schedule an appointment, call 920-832-6574.
Send in your questions to 
wagners@lawrence.edu and 
have them answered by 
Sarah, a double-
degree student 
in her fifth 
year at LU.
QUESTION MARK
Counseling services are a critical component of any campus community. I asked Scott Radtke, associate dean of students for health and wellness, to describe how students can take advan-tage of the resources Lawrence already offers:  “All students can attest to the stress that comes with being in col-lege.  There are a number of issues that all students face (academic pressures, homesickness, general adjustment to a new environment).  In addition, mental health issues such as depression and anxiety impact on the lives of many in our community.  Counseling is just one of the many resources available for students to use when feeling stressed and overwhelmed.  Unfortunately, there is stigma attached to asking for help. It is important to know that a student does 
not have to deal with a problem alone.  Counseling Services offer free and confiden-tial individual appoint-ments.  There are also walk-in appointments (Monday to Friday from 1p.m. - 3 p.m.) for urgent situations that cannot wait until that scheduled appoint-ment.  In addition, the staff in Health and Wellness can talk with students about other wellness ini-tiatives such as getting good sleep, the importance of a healthy diet, exercise and how best to manage stress.” 
How important do you think counseling services are in an educational 
institution? Is Lawrence planning on spending more on effective 
counseling and therapeutic programs?
AROUND THE WORLD 
IN EIGHT ISSUES
Four down, seven more to go. No, not drinks. Countries. That first number has been going up and that second number has been going down by the week. I’ve been to Portugal, Germany, Austria and Spain, all in the last month. I still have planned trips to Morocco, Italy, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Ireland, Belgium and Luxembourg to head out to in the last few months that I am still here.  For the entirety of the sum-mer, I’ve been working on a list of goals I want to accomplish in my life. I recently transferred that 
list to the notes in my iPhone so I can add, change, and edit as need be when my goals change. Technology these days…woo! But to me, one of the most important goals on that list is to have trav-elled and visited all seven con-tinents by the time I am 25. I wanted to make the most of my first time in Europe, so after work-ing my 40 hour per week job this summer, I booked as many trips as I could. I had to experience as much as I could of this amazing part of the world before I come back to the states. After all, you only study abroad once. Maybe twice if you’re lucky. Of course, studying in Granada, Spain has been the most 
rewarding of my experiences as I learn the beautiful language, enjoy the culture of the city and begin to develop lifelong relation-ships with the people I have been meeting while abroad. Granada is the best of both worlds; it can be a large metropolitan getaway and a small town at the same time. There are of course a few centerpieces that make Granada unique. First off, the Universidad de Granada currently enrolls about 88,000 students. Yes, 88,000! Imagine all of those kids eating lunch at the same time in Andrew Commons. Then, there’s the Alhambra Palace. Granada had Arabic roots before it 
Po
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I have never been to a counsel-
ing session at Lawrence and do 
not want to go.
8%
Do you believe counseling services at Lawrence are adequate and effective?
Total Votes: 24
Counseling for One, 
Counseling for All
Granada, Spain
Sarah Wagner
Columnist
_______________________
Wesley Varughese
For The Lawrentian
_____________________________________________
Yes, they are adequate 
and effective.
33%
They did not make 
much difference.
17%
They actually make 
things worse.
13%
I have never 
been to a 
c o u n s e l i n g 
session at 
Lawrence but 
want to go.
29%
See page 12
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The Lawrence Football team returned home this past Saturday, Oct. 4, to play the first of a two game home-stand as they took on the Pioneers of Grinnell College. The Vikings were hoping for a good rebound performance fol-lowing a loss against Knox College in Galesburg, Ill. the previous week. The Vikings struggled to find a rhythm offensively as Lawrence quarterback Tanner Schuh suf-fered a collarbone injury on the first drive of the game and was replaced by freshman Chance Byrd.This allowed the Pioneers to get off to a fast start with a 10 play 59 yard drive for a touchdown and also forced the Vikings offense into a safety and held a 9-0 lead after the first quarter. The offense had no answers for Grinnell’s defense and Grinnell seized con-trol by halftime with a 29-0 lead. The Vikings got on the board in the third quarter with 
a touchdown pass from Byrd to fellow freshman Cole Erickson on a 31 yard strike. This came on the first play of the drive after senior linebacker Brandon Taylor intercepted a Grinnell pass to give the Vikings the ball. The offense couldn’t get anything else going from there as the Vikings lost by a final score of 29-7 and moved to 1-3 on the year.Cole Erickson finished with two catches for 41 yards and a touchdown for the Vikings. Other notable performers included Brandon Taylor and sophomore defensive end Tony Harth who both had interceptions.Turnovers were a big factor as to why the offense had trou-ble moving the ball. The Vikings committed five turnovers in the game. Slow starts have hurt the Vikings in all three of their losses this season. They have been out-scored 83-6 in the first half of those games.“Bottom line, we have to start faster,” said sophomore guard Pip Wasserburg, “we’re working hard in practice this week and we’re confident that our coaching staff will find ways to get our offense back on track.”
“We’ve had a lot of opportu-nities offensively that we haven’t capitalized on,” commented soph-omore wide receiver Wes Hetcher. “We’re a young team and we have to stop making young mistakes. Our defense has played well, and offensively we can’t put them in 
tough situations like we’ve been doing.”Lawrence will stay at home this weekend and will take on the Beloit Buccaneers (2-2) on Saturday, October 11 at 1:00 p.m. “We’re on to Beloit,” finished Wasserburg.
   CJ Revis
    Staff Writer
_______________________
Last weekend was a big one for the Lawrence University Women’s Soccer team. Two hard-fought home games resulted in a tie and a win, bringing the Vikings’ record to (3-5-2, 1-1-2 MWC).On Saturday, Oct. 4, Illinois College (7-3-1, 1-1-1 MWC) arrived at Whiting Field West to challenge Lawrence amid cold temperatures and wet conditions. After 10 minutes of play, senior Keli Muchowski put Lawrence’s first goal on the board off an assist by freshman Ryan Berkley.It didn’t take long for the Illinois College (IC) Lady Blues 
to retaliate, however. At 18:40, Illinois snuck the ball into the Lawrence net to even the score at 1-1.But Lawrence was deter-mined to keep the lead and dou-bled their score before the end of the first half. Junior Liza Girsova fired the Vikings’ second goal at 32:43, assisted by sophomore Sarah Zaccarine. Lawrence went into the second half with a 2-1 lead, but were unable to keep the Lady Blues away from the goal. Illinois College again leveled the score 20 minutes into the half after a corner kick, leaving a 2-2 tie on the scoreboard for the teams to wrestle with through two over-time periods.Despite working hard through the wind and rain, nei-
ther team was able to score again, resulting in a tie game. Senior Dani Glass came off the field with seven saves under her belt to IC’s three.Sunday, Oct. 5, brought more definite success for the Vikings, this time against Knox College, whose (3-8, 0-4 MWC) record places them at the bottom of the conference standings.“I think we were a little tired from the day before,” said fresh-man Eva Tourangeau of the game against Knox. “We beat them, but we could have beat them by more.”The Prairie Fire certainly looked good on the field, but their inability to find the net made it easier for the Vikings to dominate scoring. In the 34th minute of play Muchowski scored the first goal of the game after a quick turnover.
Striking off an assist by soph-omore Casey Merkle, Muchowski’s shot sailed beautifully into the net and set the stage for the rest of the game.Just under 30 minutes into the second half, Muchowski sent Lawrence’s second goal in, bring-ing the score to 2-0 and keeping it there until the final buzzer. Glass made five saves to pick up the shutout; Knox made 10.The Vikings have another full week of competition coming up. On Wednesday, Oct. 8, Edgewood College (8-3-1) came to Appleton to take on Lawrence University in a non-conference game at Whiting Field West. On Saturday, Oct. 11, the Lady Vikes will travel to Monmouth College (2-9, 1-3 MWC) and to UW-Platteville (5-6) on Sunday, Oct. 12.
Clare Bruning
 Staff Writer
______________________
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NUMB3RS
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Goals scored 
by senior Keli 
Muchowski in 11 
soccer games 
this season
Battling through tough weather, Women’s Soccer flourishes
Statistics are courtesy of 
www.midwestconference.org
and are current as of
Oct. 8, 2014.
WOMEN’S TENNIS
TEAM MWC OVR
St. Norbert 6-0 10-1
Lake Forest 7-1 10-2
Cornell 6-1 12-3
Grinnell 5-2 6-4
Carroll 5-3 8-7
Lawrence 3-4 5-7
Beloit 3-5 4-9
Monmouth 3-5 4-10
Knox 1-6 1-12
Illinois 1-7 3-9
Ripon 0-6 0-11
MEN’S SOCCER
TEAM MWC OVR
Knox 4-0 9-2
Carroll 3-0-1 5-5-2
Lake Forest 2-0-2 3-6-2
Illinois 2-0-1 6-3-2
Monmouth 2-1-1 4-7-1
Beloit 2-1 2-8
St. Norbert 1-0-2 7-0-2
Lawrence 1-3-1 1-8-2
Grinnell 0-2-2 4-3-4
Cornell 0-4 2-9-1
Ripon 0-6 2-10-1
VOLLEYBALL
TEAM MWC OVR
Cornell 3-0 12-6
Lake Forest 2-0 9-10
St. Norbert 2-0 8-12
Lawrence 3-0 7-12
Illinois 2-1 5-10
Ripon 1-1 11-8
Carroll 2-2 6-15
Monmouth 0-3 6-16
Grinnell 0-2 5-14
Knox 0-3 2-20
Beloit 0-3 1-15
STANDINGS
Vikings lose again after another slow offensive start
Members of the Vikings football team stands for the singing of the national anthem.
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilkie
The Lawrence Vikings put up a very impressive fight at the Gene Davis invitational this weekend. Despite the challenging weath-er conditions, both Men’s and Women’s Cross Country ran with confidence in their first home meet in over two years. The women finished in sec-ond place, and the men finished in third.  Junior runner Cam Davies feels that both teams did well con-sidering the cold and wet terrain, but still feels that there is a lot of work to be done. 
“I think this team’s expecta-tion this year, as it has been every year since I’ve been here, is to win conference, and we expect our teams to be able to win,” Davies commented. “It was our first good meet of the year, I think, but there is still room for improvement.”The women finished with a score of 48 points, narrowly beat-en out by St. Norbert College with a score of 47.  Junior Clare Bruning led the way for the Lady Vikings and finished in second place, with a time of 23:29.95, only ten sec-onds behind first place.Bruning’s performance was backed up by strong running from 
sophomore Cora Williams (8th), freshman Erin Schrobilgen (10th), freshman Hannah Kinzer (13th) and sophomore Elin Karlson (15th). Only two points behind UW-Oshkosh, the men finished with a score of 80 points.  Max Edwards, a sophomore trans-fer from Marquette University, was named Midwest Conference Runner of the Week after plac-ing second overall. Edward’s time of 26:42.12 was just six seconds behind the first place. Edwards had a strong sup-porting cast, including senior Kyle Dockery (5th), Cam Davies (13th), 
junior Jonah Laursen (24th) and senior Pat Mangan (36th).Overall, the Vikings are very optimistic about the results from this weekend. Davies expressed his approval of the results, taking note of the previous week’s Roy Griak meet. “I think both teams really needed this week,” said Davies. “The Roy Griak meet was really difficult on everyone, and I think walking out of this meet the mood has significantly changed.”Despite the cold weather, a large number of Lawrence stu-dents and alumni rose bright and early to see the Vikings race, run-ning excitedly around the golf course to cheer their school on, which was well-received by the runners. “Coming back and finally having that home field advantage was great”, said Davies. The Vikings look forward to having that same home field advantage come conference time on Nov. 1. The Midwest Conference championships will be held at the Gene Davis Golf Course, located one mile away from campus.
Cross Country succeeds in home meet, prepare for MWCC
Henry Geraghty
For The Lawrentian
____________________________________
Midwest Conference rivals line up in preparation for the Gene Davis Invitational at Appleton’s Gene Davis Golf Course.
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilkie
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The Women’s Tennis team had another busy weekend play-ing two conference matches as their season begins to wind down. First up for the Vikings was Cornell College on Saturday, Oct. 4, in Green Bay, Wis. Cornell was not to be messed with and gave a strong showing in both their doubles and singles play.Cornell’s Ariana Hudson nar-rowly defeated Senior captain Hannah Geoffrey, though Geoffrey played well in the match. Hudson won the first set 6-1 but Geoffrey came back to win the next set 6-1.The tie-breaker was settled in Cornell’s favor though, leaving them with their first point of the morning.
Sophomore Katie Frankel played an outstanding singles ten-nis, defeating her opponent Kezia Koroma 6-2 and 6-4. Frankel gave the Vikings their only win in sin-gles play for that day. As far as doubles competi-tion went, the pair of Geoffrey and Frankel was unstoppable, beating their opponent 9-8. This pair also gave Lawrence their only doubles win, leaving them at 2 points for that day. Cornell walked away with 7 points and the conference win. A new day and a new oppo-nent for the Vikings. On Sunday, Oct. 5, the Vikings took on another conference competitor, Grinnell College. Again, it was Frankel leading the singles competition for Lawrence, defeating her oppo-nent 7-5 in both matches.Senior Melissa Heeren also had a great showing, with a win of 
6-3 and 6-4 in her matches against Grinnell’s Briannah Wilson. Doubles did not go well for the Vikings this time as Grinnell was able to sweep the competition and walk away with all three vic-tories. At the end of the match the Vikings lost 2-7, leaving them with a 3-4 record in Midwest Conference standings. Senior player Tess Vogel felt optimistic about the Vikings play this past weekend, “We played two tough matches this week-end against Cornell and Grinnell. One doubles (Hannah and Katie) pulled out an awesome win over Cornell on Saturday and Katie continued this winning streak during her two singles matches,” said Vogel.“These teams had some great players, but we fought hard and supported each other. I think we came away from these matches 
with a better understanding of what we need to work on. Hopefully we’ll capitalize on these things during practice and give our best at our next match.”
The Vikings’ next take on Knox College and Illinois College this weekend. These could prove to be two more tough conference matches for Lawrence.
SPORTS10 October 2014
    Jenny Angeli
     Staff Writer
______________________
Lady Vikings slide in MWC tennis standings, lose two more matches
Senior captain Allison Juda returns a hit during doubles play. 
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilkie
This week, I sat down with Max Edwards, a cross-country transfer from Marquette University, to talk about his experiences running at Lawrence, so far. The sophomore 
came in second place overall at the Gene Davis Invitational held at Reid Golf Course with a time of 26:36.12. Originally an Appleton, Wis. native, Edwards is looking forward 
to the rest of the season with the goal of having the Vikings place first in conference—with the help of his lucky headband.
 
Pablo Morales: How’s your first term at Lawrence going?
Max Edwards: I love it here. I transferred from Marquette in Milwaukee. I loved it there, but I wanted to be at a smaller school where I could have more of a balance between my classes and running, but also at the same time pursue running at a higher level.
PM: How has the leap been from DI to DIII?
ME: For me it was a welcome change. It is nice to get the quote-unquote “free” gear and those sorts of perks that go along with being a division 1 athlete. The way I see it, I view running as a fun activity but at the same time I want to have that not encroach on my chances for my best academic success that I can have.
PM: This is a great place to come for that sort of balance.
ME: Absolutely. I also am a native of Appleton, so it was a natural choice for me to look at schools that are around here and also be able to stay involved in my siblings’ lives, who are all younger than me.
PM: You had a fantastic race on Saturday.
ME: Thank you. I’m honored. This was our fourth competition of the season. This is really where the season gets going for our team. Our training program is designed for us to work really hard the first two months of the season and summer, and at this point we’re finally running workouts that are letting our legs recover a bit more and therefore let us race better. 
PM: How is the team getting along so far?
ME: We’re getting along great. It’s interesting only having a couple seniors, and as a smaller team—we only have 11 guys—it’s nice to be able to have a singular team.  We get to train together in one group, run, and lift weights together.  We’re having a blast. We’re a group that knows how to commit to a goal. We’ve never lost sight of our goal of wanting to win conference this year as a team. At the same time, we’re able to let loose and enjoy being a college student as well and just balance those things.
PM: Are you excited to train in the winter? It sounds brutal.
ME: It’s one of those things where if you’re in the Midwest, you have to go and do it. You can run inside on treadmills, but being outside makes you tougher. I credit a lot of my mental tenacity to going on those 12 mile runs when it’s -15°, -20° out. It’s really just a matter of bundling up and putting your nose to the grindstone. Getting out the door and keeping in mind your goals and why you’re doing it. It’s really tough in the winter but you know, this year it’s going to be awesome having a team to run with.
PM: What does the typical pre-race ritual look like?
ME: Something I started doing junior year when I started being successful was wearing a headband during races, since I’ve got that somewhat longer hair. I’ve worn a headband every race since junior year, which has been a fun thing I’ve kept going. As far as my pre-race routine, I like to try and stay loose and stay pretty relaxed. A lot of people like to listen to rap or rock to pump them up. I found that I perform better listening to things like Enya, the really calm music that clears my mind and gets me really relaxed. Anything I can do to stay in the moment and be calm really helps me. Being on the line cracking jokes with guys is always a good time when everyone is a bit tense.
PM: Any final thoughts?
ME: I’m super blessed to have the chance to be able to compete here, and I think the team is on the right track to do big things not only this season, but under the direction of Coach Fast, continuing to do things with this young team. We’ve got a lot of exciting potential with this program he’s built to be successful. Edwards warms up in his lucky headband.
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilkie
Max Edwards: Men’s Cross Country
Athlete of the Week
Pablo Morales
LET’S GO VIKINGS!
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Amnesty International is an organiza-tion at Lawrence whose goal is to raise awareness of places where people are for-bidden basic human rights. They usually meet on Monday or Tuesday evenings and plan fundraisers such as Jamnesty, Write-a-Thon and One Million Rising. “Its main point is to spread word about human rights and to get people to learn about it, help spread the word about it and then act on it,” said sophomore and co-pres-ident Audrey Cuthbert. “Basically, we’re wanting to pop the Lawrence bubble a little 
bit and get international news and human rights in and help the campus learn about it, and maybe they feel motivated to help.”Amnesty International is currently working on a project involving Ferguson, Mo. “We were trying to get a very current issue, kind of local to some students here and bring it in. I know personally I’ve had problems where I came here and I stopped hearing about it, and that’s a huge thing. I hated that,” Cuthbert said. “So we’re trying to get the big issue that everyone should really know about and get Lawrence to know about it better.”“[Jamnesty] is a music festival that we put on to raise money as well as sign actions like petitions, sign letters, write letters to governments around the world 
that are denying human rights,” Cuthbert said. “It’s been pretty successful, we’ve got-ten different organizations involved in the past.” Amnesty had originally planned to have their Jamnesty event revolve around Ferguson and take place on Friday, Oct. 10, although now it has been cancelled and they are feeling unclear about when it will happen. It is possible it will happen this term though it may also happen during the Spring Term. If this occurs Amnesty will have a smaller event for Ferguson this term and Jamnesty will cover a different human rights topic. In general, Amnesty International is a group looking to make known on campus the injustices around the world that stu-
dents may otherwise not find out about. “I think we need to focus on getting Amnesty established as an organization because it’s been around for a long time, people keep forgetting about us,” Cuthbert said. “The main point of Amnesty is to try to break people from just thinking about academics all the time.”“I want to remember that I’m more than just a student, and that ultimately we’re all humans and we need to help each other, and the aspect that we all have human rights at the end of the day that’s how we can all relate,” concluded Cuthbert. “By joining amnesty it’s a nice break. I’m part of something bigger I’m not just here to get good a grade.”
There are several outlets on campus for stress relief. The Meditation Club pro-vides a space and time for students to relax before starting classes for the week. Also, in a more active setting, yoga can be another meditative form of stress relief.The Meditation Club’s main goal is to provide “a place to relax and not think about everything chaotic in your sched-ule,” senior and president of the club Zoe Psarouthakis said. Through meditative techniques, mainly sitting and walking meditation, participants can practice focus and relaxation.The meditation is mainly individual, except during the “Rose, Bud, Thorn” sec-tion of the meeting, when it becomes a sup-portive group experience. This beginning portion allows members to share a good experience, something they are looking for-ward to and a bad experience of their week. This lets them vent before settling in for the half hour where “you don’t talk to anyone” and have the chance to “quiet your mind,” Psarouthakis said.Meditation can have great stress reliev-ing benefits according to Psarouthakis, who has been practicing meditation since ele-mentary school. She said that “meditation is not about forgetting about everything you need to do, but it’s about focusing on your-self.” She encourages people to open their 
minds to trying some form of meditation because it “allows you to focus in chaos.”Aside from joining the Meditation Club, Psarouthakis also shares some simple stress relieving tips. Taking ten minutes to “close your eyes and acknowledge your 
stress,” and “make a plan for what to do with that stress” can be helpful. How you choose to deal with your stress can range from “going on a run” to “meeting with friends,” but Psarouthakis emphasized the importance of tak.ing time to “focus on yourself.”
The Meditation Club meets in the Hurvis Studio at 2 p.m. on Sundays and at 8:45 p.m. on Mondays in the first floor lounge of Colman Hall. The club welcomes new members and is open to anyone who has any interest in trying meditation. 
Participation can be casual and attendance is not required.A more active form of meditation, yoga, can offer physical and mental balance to help relieve stress. Yoga involves engaging the body in various poses timed to one’s breathing. Cathy Goehler, an instructor at 
Empower Yoga, said that yoga can “prepare the mind and body for meditation” because “breath and movement calms the body.” By emphasizing awareness of your breath and body, yoga builds focus that can be applied to everyday life.Goehler advocated for the benefits of yoga by citing her own experiences. She said that since she started practicing yoga , it has helped to “center and ground” her and make her “less reactive” in stressful situations. She has had students who expe-rienced similar benefits.Further, she finds yoga has physical benefits, which originally got her interested in the activity. “Lifting your body weight [in various poses] is a lot of work,” she said, which leads to “long, lean muscles.” Also, as you do yoga, the “deep breathing flushes toxins” according to Goehler, which causes you to feel better physically and therefore less stressed.Goehler encourages everyone to try yoga to experience the physical and men-tal benefits themselves. She suggested that people should “be open and commit to doing yoga for three weeks” to decide whether or not it is for them. She also emphasized that “any body type can do yoga” and it is about an individual’s “jour-ney” to strengthen themselves, rather than a competition.Instructors such as Goehler from Empower Yoga offer yoga classes in the Esch Hurvis Studio from 11:15 a.m. to noon Mondays through Thursdays.
Jamnesty seeks to address human rights violations 
Meditation and movement: Stress relief for students
Rachel Taber
For The Lawrentian
______________________________
Nalee Praseutsack
For The Lawrentian
______________________________
Students partake in walking meditation at Meditation Club. 
Photo by Tatiyana Jenkins
Celebrating Hispanic heritage: VIVA and beyond
Music, dance, freshly-made quesadil-las and authentic Mexican drinks—it was a simple formula that made VIVA’s Taquiza Night the highlight of last Saturday, Oct. 4. As soon as the door opened at 5 p.m., the crowd started to flood into Sage Hall base-ment, not only for the delicious spread of tacos, but also for the company and the cultural immersion. It was a rare sight to see people hap-pily swaying to music at 6 p.m. One of the early-birds at the party, freshman Yarely Covarrubias was surprised. “The most fas-cinating thing was that there were not just the Hispanic people that went, but there were a lot of people of different cultures and backgrounds. That just surprised me that people are so fascinated and want to immerse themselves in different cultures and be open-minded to different things,” Covarrubias  said.Covarrubias was not the only one. Fifth year Ollin Garcia Pliego, the president of VIVA, Lawrence’s very own Hispanic culture club, was also amazed by the huge turnout at their kick-off event of the year. It is also 
to celebrate the Hispanic Heritage Month which runs from Sept. 15 to Oct. 15 every year and promotes the Latin American cul-ture in the United States as well as bridges the inter-cultural borders. “It was unexpected. A hundred tacos, thirty quesadillas, thirty empanadas, a lot of soft drinks from Mexico. They were all gone,” Pliego said excitedly.Continuing from a very successful Taquiza Night, VIVA is looking forward to an eventful year with the hope to provide a broader and deeper look into the Latin American culture in an interconnected and global context. The cultural exposure cer-tainly does not end with Hispanic Heritage Month, but rather, it will be a year-round exhibition with a series of connected events. Many more VIVA events are to come in fall term alone, with the next being the Day of the Dead celebration on Saturday, Nov. 1 in conjunction with Lawrence International’s Ethnic Dinner. This year, besides independently-organized events, VIVA is looking at new possibilities of col-laboration with other groups on campus. This is an effort not only to let all the different cultures represented on campus come together, but also to reach a bigger 
audience.Talking about such collaborations, visiting Assistant Professor of Spanish Gabriel Eljaiek-Rodriguez, VIVA’s advisor, was enthusiastic. “We can do something with another group on campus, for exam-
ple, the Waseda students,” he commented. “Although the cultures are very different, if they start doing things together, they can promote both cultures. It will be fun 
Students enjoy the Latin cuisine at VIVA.
Photo by Billy Liu
Ahn Ta
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With midterm elections less than a month away, and with all the resources provided by Lawrence administration, neglecting to vote shouldn’t be an option. Registering to vote is a daunting task to col-lege students, and it’s hard to know where to start; but there are several Lawrentians willing to help you take those steps. Senior Adriane Melchert is issuing Voter Pledges campus-wide. Students sign their name on ballots, pledging to vote, and then receive periodic reminders of their polling place and civic duty up until the election. Melchert started doing political activist work in her position at Planned Parenthood over the summer. “We’re focus-
ing on getting out the vote because soon millennials are going to be the greatest por-tion of the population, and we have a habit of not voting,” she said. As college students, we tend to be very active in discussing ideological issues, which is a great environment for learn-ing—but if we want to affect the politi-cal landscape, we have to start educat-ing ourselves on the actual legislation. Sophomore Joe Krivit, acting president of the LU Democrats, pointed out, “College students only vote at a rate of 30 percent in midterms, so the fact that the interest rates of our student loans can be doubled without any oversight is because we’re not voting. It’s not something politicians have to worry about getting backlash from. If we want these issues to be on the forefront of the political discussion, we have to vote. We have to say we care about the decision-making process as a whole.” 
The Voter ID laws recently passed in Wisconsin further inhibit college students from voting, however, Lawrence reacted quickly. In order to vote, students will need either a valid passport, a Wisconsin state driver’s license, or an LU Voter ID Card, which can be picked up for free at the ID office. Voting will take place on Tuesday, Nov. 4 at Alexander Gym, but before then students must make sure they are regis-tered in the state of Wisconsin.Krivit hopes to organize a dorm storm to inform students of the resources they have to register and the importance of the process. “Studies show that if students register to vote, 80 to 90 percent of them will vote,” Krivit said. Students will have the opportunity to register on Thursday, Oct. 13  and Saturday, Oct. 15 from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. inside the main entrance of Warch. Otherwise, students can register anytime online before Oct. 15 at www.
myvote.wi.gov, or in person at the City Clerk’s office between Sunday, Oct. 16 and Monday, Oct. 31. To correct a common fallacy, all Lawrence students have a permanent address in the state of Wisconsin. If you have lived in your dorm room for 28 days or more, the address of your dorm building is your permanent address. This does mean that every time there is an election, you will need to re-register, and if you register in Wisconsin, you must vote here; you cannot vote again in your hometown. “A lot of people aren’t willing to dedi-cate their time. They don’t think their voice matters, and they don’t understand the gravity of voting. [We] could really change the landscape of Wisconsin this year. Since we live here, it’s important for us to raise our voice, because it could really affect stu-dents here especially,” Melchert said. 
Voting on a college campus: It’s easy, and it matters
Secret Lives of Lawrence’s new professors: Part two
Margaret Koss
Staff Writer
______________________________
Assistant Professor of Theatre Arts: Keith E. PittsBorn in Bishop, Texas, just about an hour north of Mexico, Professor Pitts has been at Lawrence since 2012, although he recently obtained a tenure track teaching position, which started in September of this year. Pitts’s interests include set design and stage coordination. Pitts admitted to having a hard time when choosing his favorite thing about Bishop, because “it’s 3,000 people, a farm community and chemical plants,” Pitts explained. “From an early age I never felt like I belonged there.” As a matter of fact, Pitts considers Chicago to be his hometown, since he lived there for 13 years.Pitts explained his favorite color, saying “I like blues. I think is the coming effect of blue in the sense that I try so much in my life to be, peaceful,” Blue relaxes and makes him think of nature: the sky and water.
Assistant Professor of Economics: Hillary CaruthersRaised in Federal Way, Wash., Professor Caruthers arrived at Lawrence in August of this year after teaching at Berry College. She shares her interest in “the music and the food in Seattle,” which include rock and folk music, as well as Korean and Japanese food.Her favorite color is green and showed off her pepper plant, a gift from Associate Professor of Government Steven Wulf. Among her other office deco-rations are a Green Bay Packers “Cheesehead” hat and a very authentic Viking helmet with horns.She is also the owner of a troll who resides in one of her bookshelves and wears the shirt of her alma mater, Brigham Young University.Caruthers said that her favorite thing about college was “the area, right next to the mountains” and the professors, who were “really impressive and inspiring.” Something that she enjoyed about BYU was the sober campus, which made students “sort of goofy,” allowing them “to make their own fun.”
Assistant Professor of Statistics: 
Adam LoyProfessor Loy started teaching at Lawrence during the fall of last year. Born in Eldersburg, Md., Loy shared his favorite thing about his hometown: “The proximity to Baltimore and Washington D.C. You can see the sites and all that and still not live in the city,” His favorite color? “Blue. I have no idea why. You have to ask three year-old Adam,” he said. Maybe it is a coincidence that his favorite color is the same as the Lawrence Vikings.Loy attended Luther College in Decorah, Iowa, where he received a B.A. in Mathematics/Statistics in 2007. His favorite experience was a “tour [of] Japan and China with the Luther College concert band. Just a month going to something like 18 cities throughout Japan,” an experience that he hasn’t for-getten, “and then Beijing in China, just playing concerts, sight-seeing, that was really cool,” he recalled.He loved being in undergrad because it was a great “being in a small liberal arts residential college.” He is happy to be in the same atmosphere again, although this time as a professor.
Associate Professor of Music and Director of Opera Studies: Copeland WoodruffProfessor Woodruff arrived at Lawrence in early July and has been teaching here for roughly four weeks. Raised in Russellville, Ala., he admitted liking the people from his hometown, because “it’s a very close community, it’s a small town; we were farmers.”Woodruff’s favorite color is purple. “I’ve liked purple since I’m 3 years-old,” he said. Although the Vikings cur-rently live only inside Lawrentians’ hearts, Woodruff wholeheartedly chose to be named “Copeland the Intrepid” if we were in the Scandinavian or Norwegian eighth century.Woodruff’s hobbies include scuba diving, and he candidly acknowledged that his favorite animal is the octopus. “[They’re] pretty amazing creatures, incredibly intelligent,” he explained, although he made it clear that he would never eat them because, in fact, he’s a vegetarian.Woodruff tells us about his favorite opera star, Joyce DiDonato, who’s “someone who marries singing and acting beautifully.”
Ollin Garcia Pliego
For The Lawrentian 
______________________________
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Lawrence’s 1440 Theater Carnival, which is held once every trimester, is a tricky thing. Here’s how it works: a group of writ-ers, directors and actors all get together the night before show time and assign who’s going to work together. Actors are bar-tered for, props are distributed and the time limit and rules on what you can and cannot do are gone over again to make sure that there’s nothing overly explicit or naughty going on. Following that, playwrights have until about two or three in the morning to produce a script 
that is at least eight but no more than 15 minutes long, and that gives everyone in their cast a part. The cast is then summoned early in the morning to the the-ater, where they will rehearse and memorize their lines until show time exactly 24 hours, or 1440 minutes, later. There are no limits otherwise, except for perhaps the need to use or mention a prop or event. Works that appear can be deeply personal or totally wacky. Anything can happen, and any-thing usually does. This was in full force on Saturday, Oct. 4 when this term’s Theater Carnival took place, show-casing two plays that showed a wide a range of ideas. The first play of the night was “Amnesia,” a short two-char-
acter piece written by sophomore Yvonne Tessman, starring sopho-more Sabrina Craven and junior Elias Heckman-Heath and direct-ed by freshman Kandra Rudelius-Palmer. It revolves around a young woman who lost her memory 34 days prior to the start of the story and is talking with her doc-tor about how she’s supposed to rediscover who she is. I must say I liked it; it was sweet, low key yet touching. It reminded me a lot of Yoko Ogawa’s “The Housekeeper and the Professor,” though even smaller in key, if that makes any sense. The second play, the personal epic of sophomore Noah Gunther, sophomore Kip Hathaway, sopho-more Kobe Lewin and sophomore Ridley Tankersley, “Masterpiece 
Classics Presents: A Standard Murder Mystery,” starring fresh-man Jenny Hanrahan and fresh-man Madeline M. Moran, and directed by sophomore Olivia Gregorich, was without question the single most baffling theater-going experience I have had in my entire. Concerning two women who might be playing two ten-year-old girls or something or other named, I kid you not, Barb Wyre and Rabbi Kaufman, who play a variety of make believe games, have a romantic liaison, and then fly back to their home planet, this was a profoundly sym-bolic piece rich in nuance and- Oh, I can’t go on pretend-ing. This was a comedy, pure and simple. But it wasn’t comedy like any I’d seen. At times, I felt that 
the writers were intentionally making up whatever was mak-ing their sleep deprived minds laugh, and not even bother trying to come up with a story, charac-ters, or even anything resembling conventional sense. It should have been garbage, yet I was enter-tained. I laughed. I laughed quite a few times. What does that say in the end? Nothing really matters unless you entertain, I suppose. And isn’t that the whole point of these theater carnivals in the first place? We should not expect Shakespeare, especially within the time limits. But we are exposed to something new, which is the more important thing. 
Hypnotic. Complex. Simple. Beautiful. Emotional. With these words and others that follow I will try to convey to you the expe-rience of listening to “In C” live. For those who don’t know, “In C” is a minimalist classical piece by Terry Riley. It celebrated its 50th birthday with a performance in Memorial Chapel by students and faculty, led by Stuart Dempster, a trombonist who participated in its first performance half a cen-tury ago.“In C” is a special kind of piece. It is composed of 53 musi-cal phrases of various lengths. Each musician can play each one any number of times as long as they play them in order. The musi-cian can move on to the next cell whenever they feel like it. So while one instrument may be on the third cell, another may be on the 
fourth cell. The individual can play them randomly, as they see — or hear — fit. Because of this, differ-ent instruments lock into different grooves and can interact freely. It changes each performance, mak-ing each concert a unique treat.This piece isn’t just impor-tant because of its composition or flexibility—as any ensemble of any instruments can play it and it can be any length—but because it is a piece that forces the lis-tener to listen in different ways. Everyone was invited to walk around Memorial Chapel—even on the stage—to gain new per-spectives and ways of listening.Being able to hear the piece from about 15 places over the course of a little over an hour was overwhelming in a satisfying way. From each new place, you could hear the piece differently. Sometimes different instruments were more noticeable, some fre-quencies were lost, some were brought out and sometimes the overall feeling of the piece drasti-
cally changed. Sometimes it was a combination of all of the above.This really made me appreci-ate my opportunity to experience live music. If I were listening to a recording of this in my dorm so much of the purpose of the music would be lost. It doesn’t matter how good my speakers are or how clear the recording is; if it wasn’t live, “In C” wouldn’t be the same.As much as I loved the ability to walk around—not only could I hear differently, but it also took down the barriers between the audience and performers—it sad-dened me to think of all the other concerts I’ve attended where this wasn’t allowed. There were so many missed experiences. This only made me cherish the concert even more.This concert was not just incredible in the musical sense. I found it to be quite meditative. During it, I practiced a bit of the techniques from meditation, which were also reflected in the piece. A major part of meditating 
is when you have a thought, you let it pass through your mind to disappear. The goal is to keep your mind clear.It was easy to meditate to this music because my mind synced up with it. Certain sounds would stick out to me, like thoughts, and after acknowledging them, I let them go until a new part stuck out. I didn’t do this the whole time, but it helped to do it a bit. No matter how much or how little thought you gave to this piece, it gave back.Anyone can appreciate “In C” at least a little bit. That was the beauty of it. It wasn’t exclusive nor did it make itself difficult to listen to. It was there, and the listener could interact and hear as much as they wanted to. I decided to interact and hear as much as I possibly could. Obviously, this cannot be measured, but it was quite a lot.I lent my mind to the music for that hour and 20 minutes. I recalled a line of a reading from 
a service at my synagogue. It was about appreciating the present, and what is currently there. It went something like this: “One who goes to a concert and thinks about the next day hears, but does not really hear.” I let go of all other things to hear.I know it may seem like I had one of the best musical experi-ences of my life, maybe even a spiritual or religious one. That is because I did. No words that I wrote in this article can do what I heard, felt and experienced jus-tice. It helped me develop how to listen and how to perceive music greatly, and I am extremely thank-ful for that.If you ever see that a per-formance of “In C” will be near you, please go. Those are the only instructions I can give. The experi-ence differs from person to per-son, but the important thing is for you to experience it.
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Interactive “In C” anniversary concert stuns audience
1440 Theater Carnival: two plays clash and harmonize
Students participate in a skit during the 1440 Theater Carnival the past Saturday. 
 Photo by Hailie Nguyen 
to see different cultures colliding and sharing unexpected common things.”Besides the ambition of a wider outreach, VIVA also aims to provide a closer and more extensive look into all the differ-ent spectrums of a kaleidoscopic Latin American culture. In view of an increasingly global world, 
it is vital for Lawrentians to com-prehend the nuanced differences existing in the Latin American culture, as well as to place their cultural understanding into an international context.  “Latin America is a lot of cultures coming together,” Eljaiek-Rodriguez said. “We are very dif-ferent. We speak the same lan-guage, we share a lot of things but there is also specificity. So it is a great thing that students are interested in coming close 
to these cultures to learn more about what is happening in South America and also the relationship between Latin America and the United States.”Setting these goals, VIVA also understands the challenges they face. On a small campus like Lawrence, making people aware of all the different aspects of the Latin American culture is not an easy task. Another problem is the language barrier, but more often it is the students who are not aware 
of how they can overcome this barrier.Eljaiek-Rodriguez provided some pointers for non-Spanish speakers: “Sometimes people think that the only way they can approach the culture is through the language,” he said. “But you can find a lot of things that can connect with your own culture. There are also a lot of different ways that you can access the cul-ture. It can be literature, cinema, politics or even economics.”
Despite the heavy task of pro-moting and connecting to Hispanic heritage, VIVA is optimistic about a great year to come, as they can count on a growing number of members hailed from a variety of diverse backgrounds and a strong board of leaders. All Lawrentians should be on the lookout for even more great events, such as VIVA Posada in January, the Spanish Film Festival in April, and maybe even more free tacos to come!
Heritage
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Visual art has a stronghold at Lawrence University. Chalk art is used to brighten our walk-ways and educate passersby about upcoming events or impor-tant campus causes. Yarn bombs cover branches and add a touch of whimsy to bare trees in the win-ter. Prints and paintings cover the walls in many academic buildings. Hell, we even have a residential house devoted to art (you should check out Art House, it’s cool). Conveniently enough, Lawrence has a club devoted to the practice of making, not just seeing, visual art, which is an experience all its own. Sophomore Alexis Ames is the president of the Wriston Art Collective.As she explained, this is “a club whose members sets aside time every week for the pure pur-pose of making art.” Members “seek to make and share artwork with one another in order to become better artists, whether through practicing figure drawing with live models, or the benefits of creative criticism.” This club offers artists the opportunity to be open with their art and receive constructive feedback in a non judgmental environment. In addition to involvement on-campus, the Wriston Art 
Collective takes annual trips to Björklunden and to Chicago muse-ums, which Ames described as “key features of the club.” Ames described the main goal of the club as “providing a creative outlet: whether or not you are an art major or have any artistic background is beside the point.” This group offers those who want to try something new the chance to do so. “We want art to be approach-
able, not daunting and scary!” She said. “Art is a great way to relieve the mind of stress and get to know yourself a bit better.” In a challenging environment like Lawrence’s, having a creative ses-sion each week seems like it could do wonders for the frazzled and expressive. Ames first encountered the Wriston Art Collective her fresh-man year. “I was very impressed by the 
openness of the club. I make art every day, but making art alone and making art with a commu-nity are two completely different beasts!” Ames added, “It felt wonder-ful to take time every week to meet with other creative people from a variety of study backgrounds and see what they were making. I found many great connections through Wriston Art Collective!”According to Ames, “This 
club is for anyone willing to put a little effort into improving their art skills,” or for students who “are looking for something differ-ent and low-key to do, or perhaps want to push themselves out of their comfort zone.” “Being a ‘good’ artist is a prerequisite. Like your mama always said, ‘practice, practice, practice.’ The benefits of it are very rewarding,” Ames added. The weekly meetings help keep artists accountable for the effort they put into the process.This club provides many occasions to use creative, artistic energy in order to make prog-ress in a number of ways. Ames believes that “art is everywhere, whether we acknowledge it or not. To fully embrace that fact and learn how to make, use and appreciate art can bring us closer to better understanding the rest of the world and ourselves.” Meetings are held every Tuesday from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in Room 104 of Memorial Hall. Anyone interested in joining the Wriston Art Collective can e-mail Ames at alexis.b.ames@law-rence.edu or simply show up to a meeting. The group also has a Facebook page, where one can see important updates as well as share their work and get nearly instant feedback from other club members.
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT10 October 2014
     Anastasia Skliarova
      Staff Writer
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Wriston Art Collective opens up creative process to all
 Photo by Annie Ela
Book Review
Tessa Hadley’s new novel, “Clever Girl”, sweeps us through the life of an average British woman from childhood to mid-dle age, but the novel itself is anything but average. Hadley allows the narrator, Stella, to jump from memory to memory, making her way through her own life, the big events thrown in with the small to make an assorted narrative. While the novel is not plot driven, it is a page-turner none-theless. Hadley describes every episode in concise, exact lan-guage, holding the reader riv-eted by the characters and each individual story, more than any over arching plot. Stella narrates the novel as a 50-year-old woman look-ing back on a scattered assort-ment of memories. She starts out her story looking back to the 1960s, a time when she was too young to go to school, and was being raised by a single mother and her nana. Stella’s mother, always insistent that she is a ‘widow,’ was in fact left by Stella’s father shortly after she was born. The book begins with Stella’s first memory as a 
child, a horrible family trag-edy and moves on towards her first years in school. She is an incredibly bright child with a thirst for learning, and she takes to her studies well.  Her mother remarries unexpectedly, and they move with her new husband to the suburbs. As Stella grows up she resents the fact that she no lon-ger has her mother to herself. She and her new step father do not get along and fight con-stantly which only gets worse when Stella grows into a rebel-lious teenager. Then in walks Valentine, an attractive, artsy, dark, unruly boy who just moved into her neighborhood. “His glancing, eagerly amused look around him- drinking everything in, shaking the long hair back from his face- was like a symbol for morning itself.” At the peak of puberty, Stella is wound so tight by sexuality that she nearly explodes when she sees him. They become inseparable almost immediately.  Her par-ents hate Valentine, and this propels her closer to him. It becomes clear to Stella that her investment in Valentine differs from his in her. They are rarely intimate, even though she craves it.  He uses her as a backboard for ideas and as company more 
than anything else. They make plans to run away together, and one night after being kicked out of her house by her par-ents, Stella and Valentine leave. They have nowhere to go so they sleep on the floor of his drug dealers flat. That night they have sex for the first and last time. Valentine abandons her for America shortly after with no explanation. Stella soon finds out that he had been hav-ing an affair with his married high school English teacher. Hadley describes the early stages of her heartbreak force-fully. The anger and misery stay with her long after she is over Valentine. The darkness that overcomes Stella at this stage in her life will shroud her for years to come.“Clever Girl” goes on to describe the tumultuous next few years of bringing up her son, Lukie. All alone and dis-gusted with herself, she gives up the studies she had once loved so dearly. She punishes herself by taking bad job after bad job, until finally she breaks from the monotony and moves in with the same English pro-fessor Valentine had the affair with years before. Yes, this is as bizarre as it sounds, but some-how, it works. Their relation-ship is not romantic in any way; 
Fred enjoys her company while she keeps his flat clean and gets a glimpse at the scholarly life she left behind.  The story continues on but the main themes stay the same throughout. Stella’s life teeters back and forth from happiness to horror so regular-ly that it is hard to keep up. Her emotional state is constantly in flux, and she makes wrong decision after wrong decision, making her a frustrating char-acter to read at times. But these are also the reasons that you grow so close to her as you read. Her irrational feelings are all too relatable. Her teenage mistakes common and under-standable, and described so eloquently and precisely that the reader looks back to when 
they made similar ones. Hadley transforms a famil-iar story of a high school drop out, young mother and stifled intellectual into a remarkable read. At times the narration moves too quickly through what should be life-changing moments. Valentine’s leaving is described in a sentence, but it is the long-term effects that Hadley lingers over.Despite this, by the end of the book Stella feels like a sister, a friend you have grown up with. Hadley draws us in to Stella’s life and leaves us there to ride the storms with her. Even though sometimes she keeps us at arm’s length we still feel the pain, and the hap-piness, that Stella feels.  
“Clever Girl” brings a whirlwind of emotion 
Devin Ross
 A&E Editor
_______________________
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STAFF EDITORIAL
At the beginning of September, The Chronicle of Higher Education, the nation’s largest publication dedicated exclusively to colleges and universities and a popular resource at Lawrence and thousands of other universities across the country, published an article titled “Presumed Guilty,” which tells the stories of students whose lawyers allege they were wrongfully accused of sexual assault. In the past month, this story has spawned dozens of similar segments and articles in media ranging from National Public Radio to The New York Times.At the heart of all these stories is a construction that continues to plague the conversation around sexual assault in this country every day; publications are constantly pushing a “false accusa-tion” narrative as a necessary companion to the discussion, a narrative that turns rapists into victims and ignores the fact that these false accusations are relatively rare. When we allow this narrative to dominate the conversation surrounding sexual assault, we deny the pain of those who survive it.Equally concerning is the fact that a publication as influential as the Chronicle is perpetuating an incorrect and destructive definition of consent. The article declares that “under current interpreta-tions of colleges’ legal responsibilities, if a female student alleges sexual assault by a male student after heavy drinking, he may be suspended or expelled, even if she appeared to be a willing partici-pant and never said no.”Not only is defining consent as ‘the absence of a no’ blatantly wrong, it is a fundamentally dan-gerous construction of a sexual relationship that—in many cases—puts a man’s dominance above a woman’s humanity, reducing her to a secondary position in an activythat should be formed on the basis of equality.The recently enacted “Yes Means Yes” law in California reaffirms the necessity of audible, ongo-ing affirmative consent from both partners. Administrators in higher education, especially those at our own university, must follow California’s lead. However, in the mean time, we must all remain vigilant of attacks on the notion of consent, especially from the most venerable of our sources.
The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and 
community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the authors. The 
Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which 
represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to 
submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
Defining consent for higher education
Lena Dunham’s relatable, powerful memoir
The Wisconsin gubernatorial campaign is under way. On one side of table, Republican Governor Scott Walker sits clothed in confidence. On the other side, Democrat Mary Burke positions herself as a competitive alterna-tive. Both candidates are clearly determined to lead Wisconsin.For three years now, the state of education in Wisconsin has been compromised by the res-ignation of experienced teachers and the arrival of an inexperi-enced workforce. The celebrated Wisconsin Act 10 of 2011, cham-pioned by Walker, is not in favor of low-earning teachers as it leaves them struggling to keep up their standard of living. Also, with the dissolution of unions, the teach-ers are less engaged since there no longer exists that platform for them to voice their opinions on education policy.While Walker has failed to create even half of his promised private sector jobs, he has some-thing to boast about when he says he put the money from big government interests and union bosses into the hands of taxpay-ers. Similarly, while Burke has data to hold against Walker that clearly shows the 4,300 jobs lost in August in Wisconsin, she has to do some serious homework to deny the accusations of pla-giarism from Walker regarding her job plans.  According to the Washington Times, of the 50 per-cent of people who had heard about Burke’s alleged plagiarism, 18 percent said that it has affected 
their vote. However, Burke has strong hands over her thanks to her sup-port of Obamacare. Just a little while ago, on Wednesday, Sept. 29, First Lady Michelle Obama spoke on behalf of Burke at a campaign rally, which is certainly going make up for those lost votes. Also, Burke‘s speech last month at a women’s leadership forum was commendable enough to be praised by former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton. Walker has lots to defend from Burke, from his record as governor to his support of a slew of measures opposed by abor-tion rights groups. Those groups specifically detested the law that requires ultrasounds for women seeking abortions. On the other hand, Walker does have a compar-ative benefit with the laws passed during his governance in support of accused women and survivors of domestic violence. If Burke can win over enough voters, she will be the first female governor in the State of Wisconsin. But the gender ratio is definitely going to be a problem. There exists a huge gender divide, with Walker leading with twice as many men and Burke enjoying a 14-point advantage among female voters.For the most part, I think it is wrong to jeopardize Wisconsin’s education system with laws that lead to the resignation of expe-rienced teachers. For me, issues related to education are grave compared to others; of course, this does not hold true for every-one. As an educationist, I would vote for Burke—despite allega-tions of plagiarism—as it is about the matter of the quality of educa-tion in Wisconsin.
Wisconsin voters face a tricky 
decision in upcoming election
 Aubrey Klein
 For The Lawrentian
________________________Lena Dunham is undeniably an “It Girl.”  With an immensely popular television show, HBO’s “Girls,” and the ability to call her character  “the voice of a genera-tion,” Dunham has become one of the most important female figures of recent times, and a controver-sial one at that.Not everyone agrees that Dunham deserves all the respect and praise she has been getting. For every Lena Dunham fan out there who thinks she’s beautiful, smart and original, there seems to be one more critic or internet troll there to tell you she’s more likely entitled, undeserving and far from the voice of a genera-tion that many have come to see her as. Given all this controversy surrounding Dunham, one might expect to find nothing more than shallow social commentary, vul-gar humor and an unintelligent and over-privileged account of just another twenty-something in her new memoir, a collection of essays entitled “Not That Kind of Girl.”  As a fan of “Girls” with a more-than-mild interest in the woman who made it happen, I figured I might enjoy Dunham’s book, too.  What I found is this: Dunham isn’t just another celebri-ty trying to cash in on a book deal because she has a wildly popular TV show. She also isn’t a hack that thinks she can slap together a few funny stories about her life and call it a memoir; this girl can 
write.  Dunham’s book is funny, yes, but it is also deep and reso-nant. Life isn’t always funny, and Dunham understands that fact. I couldn’t help but identify with her voice, which strikes a nearly perfect balance between sarcastic and serious. Her goofy quirks and tendency for self-deprecation are recognizable in me and the people I know, almost like Lena Dunham could be my best friend if she wanted to.An article on Mic.com, a news website specifically geared toward millennials—the very sort that are also familiar with Dunham’s work—boldly stated that her book “is likely to become a seminal text in the feminist liter-ary canon.” While this may be a bit premature, it’s easy to see that Dunham’s place as a feminist role model is solidifying within the pages of her book.From the very first pages, Dunham is a refreshing main-stream voice that doesn’t skirt around the issue of feminism. She’s up front, unlike so many annoying celebrities that walk and talk like feminists but ultimately “don’t want to put a label on it.”She also speaks on important topics of sexual assault, anxiety and body image within the same pages as sarcastic pick-up lines or a humorously labeled drawing of the female reproductive system. So much of what she has to say resonates with me as a young col-lege woman.Maybe I’m more inclined to identify with Dunham because of our similar identities; like her, I am a white female of middle-class upbringing. While it’s great that 
Dunham’s book inspires identi-fication in readers like me, that doesn’t have to mean that people with differing identities can’t also take something from her words.  Dunham cannot possibly speak from a perspective other than her own, but the important thing is the fact that she is speak-ing at all: as a young woman, as a cultural icon and as a feminist. She says it herself in the introduc-tion to her book: “There is noth-ing gutsier to me than a person announcing that their story is one that deserves to be told, especially if that person is a woman.”I’m not saying that Lena Dunham can do no wrong. Anyone can see that “Girls” has a represen-tation problem and, by the very virtue of her upbringing, there is also the very legitimate issue of privilege in any of Dunham’s work.  What I am saying is that where her work falls short should not be a target for discrediting what she does, but an opportu-nity to learn and to do better. I believe in making room for con-structive criticism, the kind that says “This is pretty good, but we can do more.” Yes, it’s true that Lena Dunham is not a perfect role model. Whether or not people like her, it’s what she has to say—as Lena Dunham herself or within the body of her work—and how she says it that is important.  If Dunham can teach or inspire at least one girl or woman or any person, then hasn’t she done the feminist cause and our generation justice?  
See page 12
News media must present 
more reliable research
After attending a fraternity conference this past weekend and taking a statistics course this term, I’ve thought a lot about the consequences of poorly conduct-ed research studies.From the news to the class-room, even to Facebook, research studies that influence the way we think, believe and feel are every-where. There are innumerable amounts of laughable and medio-cre scientific studies out there, the kind of stuff that Fox News would love and would probably use to appease their agendas and buddies.A good example of an invalid scientific study earning undue credibility was the study that established a link between nonvi-olent TV programs and increased aggression in a group of boys. One group could watch what they wanted while the other could not watch any violent TV. As it turns out, the surpris-ing link between non-violent pro-grams and aggression was just illusory. The boys who had their TV regulated and didn’t get to watch what they wanted showed a significant increase in aggres-sive personality. This was sim-ply because they were upset that 
their friends could watch what they wanted and they couldn’t.Another example—and a per-sonal favorite—is the study that linked drinking coffee to increased rates of lung cancer in individu-als. At the end of the study, the researchers saw a reasonable cor-relation between those who drank coffee and those with cancer. They concluded that the two variables are linked.  “Oh, hey!” likely said the researchers after the study was published. “Maybe the correlation is due to second hand smoke in coffee shops!” Classic. Why talk about this though? These studies are obviously extreme examples, you say. That’s true, but, as it turns out, other mediocre scientific stud-ies are plagued by the problems of confounding variables, poor sampling, experimenter bias and other, more nuanced problems like accidental scientific miscon-duct.What’s the result? Wasting considerable amounts of funding for near-useless studies, lessening the public’s support for science, fueling stereotypes and causing unneeded unrest and worry.The aspects of stereotyp-ing and wasted funds are pretty important, at least to me. Many 
Emilio Salvia
For The Lawrentian
____________________________________
 Nijesh Upreti
 For The Lawrentian
________________________
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To the Editor:How many of you are aware that Scott Walker had to leave Marquette University for cheating? At the time he was a C student (2.56 GPA) and was still 36 credits short of graduation, Walker was accused of stuffing the ballot box in his own election to student government of Marquette. At the time, the “Marquette Tribune” called Walker “unfit for office.”Perhaps Walker’s attitude toward education, teachers and the University of Wisconsin System stems from his own academic failures. If the students of today wonder why they and their parents need to absorb so much of the cost of a University of Wisconsin education, they should look no further than Scott Walker and his Republican legislature. At one time, the majority of university expenses were cov-ered by the Wisconsin State Legislature. Today, a pathetic 10 percent is all the U gets under Walker’s leadership.And Walker is a master of denial; he denied he knew what his supporters were doing at Marquette; he denied he knew what his top lieutenants were doing illegally when he was County Executive in Milwaukee – many of these were happening literally right outside his office door; and he denies he knew about the $700,000 donation he received from the environment-wrecking mining company that needed his approval to mine Northern Wisconsin. In short, he was derelict in his duty on all counts. Harry Truman famously said, “The buck stops at the top.” Do you really want to trust the State of Wisconsin once again to such an untrustworthy individual? If not, then help clean up the state. The upcoming mid-term election is your chance, so register and vote in the upcoming election. Just remem-ber, the price of freedom is eternal vigilance. 
—Edith Valentine, Community Activist, Green Bay
LETTER TO THE EDITOR‘Slongboarding’ between classes presents unnecessary risks
Andrea Johnson
Copy Editor
_______________________I was walking with a friend to Main Hall last year about this time. It was beautiful outside. We talked about taking advantage of what would probably be the next last few days of Fall Term. We were passing Memorial, Hall basking in the red-orange glow of fall, when a skateboarder careened around the corner of the Wriston Center. He was going too fast and we were too close—he collided full-on with my friend. Luckily neither of them was hurt. My friend was more star-tled than anything, and the skate-boarder, though quite embar-rassed, was fine. After apologizing several times and making sure my friend wasn’t hurt, he ran off to retrieve the skateboard that had contin-ued, rider-less, across Hurvis Crossing until it was stopped by the back of another student’s ankle. My friend and I watched, dumbfounded and then more and more furious, as the skateboarder made another round of effusive apologies. Skateboarders and long-boarders—hereafter referred to collectively as “slongboarders”—of Lawrence University: stop rid-ing slongboards on the sidewalks at the peak class-walking times of 8:15 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Your chosen method of transportation is simply not compatible with foot traffic. Here’s why: Slongboards don’t do well with even small impediments. A piece of gravel is likely to send a skateboarder flying—either onto the ground or the person innocently walking to Main Hall in front of them. Small, hard plastic wheels don’t do well with anything but the smooth-est of pavements. Yes, longboard wheels are marginally larger. They are still not ideal for sidewalk riding, especially when weaving between people. Slongboards have no really efficient way to break. The only options involve dragging either a body part or the tail of the skate-board along the ground until it comes to a stop. Doing this quickly is impos-sible at anything but very low speeds. Not ideal when you’re maneuvering between dozens of moving bodies in tight quarters. And what happens when you can’t break? Whether you’re rid-ing a bike, scooter, unicycle or slongboard, this can happen: something’s in your way and you 
know you won’t be able to stop or turn in time. If you bail off of a bike, scoot-er or unicycle, both you and your bike/scooter/unicycle will simply fall over. They need riders and the forward momentum they provide to keep balanced.  Slongboards, on the other hand, can continue rolling because their four wheels balance quite nicely on their own, thank you very much. A rider-less bike is just that: a rider-less bike, useless and sad on the pavement. A rider-less slong-board is an ankle-seeking missile. It won’t stop until it’s found an Achilles tendon to halt its momen-tum. This is a problem, because slongboarders have to bail so much more often than bikers or scooter-ers because of their less efficient maneuvering and brak-ing. How many times have we all watched, worried—and then just embarrassed—as a slongboarder bails off their board with about as much grace as a Connie trying to dance when a person, place or thing is in the way?With slongboards, you get much less bang for your buck as compared to bikes. They require near constant pushing and don’t compensate for the bumps in the road nearly as well—thank you, microscopic wheels. Bikes, with their larger wheels, handbrakes and easy turning, are so much more safe and efficient. As far as modes of trans-portation between classes go, I think slongboards are just about the worst and should be banned everywhere on campus—not just the steps outside the library—between 8:15 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.But as far as recreational activities go, I think they’re as good as anything else. I’ve ridden slongboards and I enjoyed it, the way you have to balance on them and use the motion of your whole body to maneuver. It feels graceful, but with the edge of danger that’s inevitable when you’re hurtling through space on something that’s diffi-cult to turn and to stop. I see the appeal. And I took my share of tumbles when I hit a rock, or a leaf. But I did so in the sanctuary of a deserted side street. Take a cue from Lawrence’s own Women’s Longboarding Club and take your boards to skate parks, quiet streets or empty park-ing lots when the sidewalks are choked with pedestrians. You can enjoy riding your boards without us pesky, slow-moving people in your way, and we can enjoy walk-ing without fear for life and limb.  
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What can Lawrence do to dismantle rape culture?
PHOTO POLL Anne ElaFor The Lawrentian
was taken over by the Spanish, and this royal palace is a symbol of that history. It is one of the most gorgeous parts of the city, bringing visitors from all over the world yearly, just to see this mag-nificent site. Last but not least—there are a few more, but I don’t want to make you regret being at Lawrence this term—are the tapas. Sure, we have tapas in the states, the appetizers and snacks of Spanish cuisine that you can get at restaurants. But the tapas in Granada are one of a kind because of this sole fact: you buy one drink for about two Euros, whether it be a beer, glass of wine or a cup of water, and all of a sudden, while taking a swig of your drink, your waiter comes out with two or three tapas for you…for free! This has been my fellow students’ and my go-to when we need a meal after a long day of class, and it is the perfect fulfillment after a good day’s work. 
Obviously, when studying abroad, you come back home and people expect tons of souvenirs and loads of pictures. I won’t deny that, I’ll probably have more sou-venirs and even more pictures—already at 3,000 pictures a month in—than the normal student. But there’s more to studying abroad than sharing the experiences and reminiscing about the memories. Meeting folk from exotic cul-tures will teach you that the way you look at the world—perhaps through the lens of mass media—is not the same way everybody else does. You could even be com-pletely wrong about it. I promise you, traveling will give you some joy and challenges, but getting past the challenges will give you some of the greatest joys of all.So why do I travel? Because it fundamentally transforms me every time I go to a new place. By taking a break from my daily life, unplugging from the ways of my society and engaging in new activ-ities in new places, I have an easier opportunity to release unwanted habits. It is truly empowering to 
surround myself with people who do not know the encyclopedia of my past. It reinforces my willing-ness to broaden my horizons, to get unstuck and to move in new directions. Plus, who doesn’t want to brag about all the different stamps in their passport when it’s story time back home?
Granada
continued from page 3
 Photo courtesy of Wesley Varughese 
“Refuse to promote rigid 
expectations of hyper 
masculinity and socially 
constructed gender norms.”
–Abby LaBrant
“Expel Rapists.” 
–Oumou Cisse
“Educate.” 
–Breanne Sande
“Addressing micro aggres-
sions and taking action 
against perpetrators.”
–Allison Wray
“I don’t think Think About It 
worked at all. To address this 
kind of problem, it can’t be 
online.” 
–Otter Pinske
“Continue to work with stu-
dents and listen to what they 
say is helpful and what they 
need to learn more about.” 
–Rose Wasielewski
No one should be allowed to tell someone else that their per-sonally empowering ideas aren’t empowering; if Dunham repre-sents that empowering idea for someone, then she shouldn’t be shamed for it.  Even when she makes mistakes—and she does 
make mistakes, maybe even a lot—it should be an educational moment for her and the people who see her work.So whether you love her or hate her, I think there is some-thing valuable in the very fact that Lena Dunham is here.  She has work that inspires and incites conversation, and an audience that is empowered by her, even if she is imperfect. 
Klein
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scientific studies are invalid because of the existence of stereo-types—expressed through result expectations and biases. These studies tarnish science’s credibil-ity and, in doing so, waste limited funds. Similarly, poorly conducted studies can lead to lovely journal-ism articles with headlines like 
“Higher Incidence of ‘Variable x’ Among Fraternity Men.”I am not trying to discredit studies or be naïve about the ones I don’t like. It’s just that some-times the studies we are present-ed with don’t have much validity. But, at other times, responsibly conducted studies can offer a real-ity check. I cannot go into great detail about any of the things I’ve talked about so far in this article, but you get the idea. 
CORRECTIONS: In the Oct. 3 issue of The Lawrentian, a headline incorrectly sug-gested that some trips abroad would be cancelled. They are merely postponed. Assistant Professor Lavanya Proctor’s photo was misattributed. It was taken by Billy Liu. The Lawrentian deeply regrets these errors.
